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SUMMARY

Numerous studies carried out since the discovery of the ozone “hole” over the Antarctic continent
have motivated photobiological research to determine the potential effects of increased solar
ultraviolet radiation – UV-B (280-315 nm) on organisms and ecosystems.  Since then, the amount
of literature on UVR (280-400 nm) effects has increased a lot especially that concerned with the
effects of UVR on photosynthesis of aquatic organisms.  The studies have shown that UVR
wavelengths – both UV-A (315-400 nm) and UV-B, even at their natural ambient levels, generally
cause a reduction in photosynthetic rates, which in turn may reduce primary production of aquatic
ecosystems.  In fact, extensive research has been done in several aquatic ecosystems of the
World, mainly in the Antarctic Ocean, to evaluate the overall impact of solar UVR on
phytoplankton organisms.  A recent review (Chapter 1) showed what was known about the
effects of solar UVR on aquatic systems of the Patagonia area.  This work, however, highlighted
the fact that although considerable efforts have been put in determining UVR ground levels over
the area, as well as the influence of ozone depleted air masses, relatively little research has been
done to evaluate the biological effects of these short wavelengths on aquatic organisms.
The Patagonia area, on the southern tip of South America, presents important characteristics
which have motivated the research done in this thesis: On one hand, Patagonia is located in close
proximity to the Antarctic continent and occasionally receives enhanced UV-B, in addition to
normal UVR and PAR.  On the other hand, the Argentinean continental shelf area is very
productive, as estimated by both remote sensing and scattered descriptive studies, and hence
capable of sustaining a high standing stock of consumers, including fish and invertebrate species
of commercial interest.  Thus, if UVR affects phytoplankton production, it will ultimately affect
higher trophic levels of the food web.
On the basis of this background, this thesis has evaluated some of the effects of UVR on aquatic
primary productivity of Patagonian environments, for which three areas on the Atlantic coast –
Bahía Engaño, Bahía Nueva and Bahía Camarones / Bahía Bustamante, and three lakes from the
Andes were chosen as testing sites.  UVR effects on phytoplankton primary productivity was
assessed by different methodologies / approaches which are described in Chapter 2, including
short- and long-term studies, and experiments under both in situ and simulated in situ conditions.
It was determined that UVR does affect phytoplankton communities from Patagonia, as shown
in a year-long study conducted at Bahía Engaño designed to evaluate the effects of UVR on
primary productivity under variable climatology and species composition (Chapter 3).  This
study established three general conditions in phytoplankton dynamics throughout the year, with
pre-bloom (i.e., late summer-fall), winter-early spring bloom, and post-bloom conditions during
late spring-summer.  Small-sized cells characterized the pre- and post-bloom communities, which
had a relatively high photosynthetic inhibition.  During the bloom, which was characterized by
microplankton diatoms, photosynthetic inhibition was low.  When photosynthetic inhibition
was estimated through biological weighting functions this community however, was shown to
be more sensitive to UVR.  This chapter also highlighted the importance of wind, which
conditioned the development of the winter bloom in this area.
Once the seasonal trends of UVR effects were determined (Chapter 3), detailed experimentation
was performed to analyze the UVR effects on different parameters and / or processes.  Experiments
conducted at Bahía Nueva and Bahía Camarones showed that photosynthesis versus irradiance
relationships (P vs. E) were variable throughout the study period (Chapter 4).  Pmax displayed a
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trend of high values during late summer to late fall (i.e., pre-bloom) and relatively low ones during
late spring to early summer (i.e., post-bloom); Ek, on the other hand, did not show such a clear
pattern.  UVR significantly reduced Pmax

 
values during the pre-bloom but not during the post-

bloom period, and it significantly affected Ek only in some experiments.  The temporal variability
of P vs. E parameters seems to be greatly influenced by the nutrient status of cells and taxonomic
composition, this latter being in turn associated with stratification conditions (e.g., wind speed and
duration).
As available literature reports the ability of phytoplankton cells to minimize the overall negative
impact of UVR, experiments with waters collected at Bahía Engaño, Bahía Nueva and Bahía
Camarones were done to compare the long-term acclimation of natural phytoplankton communities
to solar radiation (Chapter 5).  These experiments were also designed to evaluate the combined
effects of UVR and nutrient addition on phytoplankton growth and species composition.  On
one hand, it was shown that growth rates were affected by nutrient addition, demonstrating the
nutrient-limited conditions of summer (i.e., post-bloom) phytoplankton communities of
Patagonian waters.  The effects of UVR varied between assemblages, but there was a trend of a
shift in the diatom community structure towards the dominance of more resistant species that
were, however, different among the three tested assemblages.
Since the DNA molecule is another cellular target that is affected by UVR, studies were
performed to jointly assess UVR-induced DNA damage and photosynthesis inhibition (Chapter
6).  On one hand, in situ studies carried out with marine phytoplankton communities showed
that UVR significantly affected both the DNA molecule and photosynthesis at the surface, but
these negative effects were rapidly reduced in the water column.  This study showed that the
impact of cell size on UV vulnerability is strongly determined by the parameter under study:
While small cells seem to be very sensitive to DNA damage, large cells are more sensitive to
photosynthesis inhibition.
Finally, the study carried out in Andean lakes (Chapter 7) with differential dissolved organic matter
(DOM) content demonstrated the variable responses of phytoplankton assemblages to UVR in
regard to DNA damage and photosynthesis inhibition.  This study reached to the conclusion that
differences in the light history of cells are very important so that, in general, assemblages from
“opaque” lakes are more sensitive (i.e., particularly in regard to DNA damage) than those from
“clear” lakes.  This study also highlighted that “shelter” through large amounts of DOM (i.e.,
implying less penetration of solar radiation) is not in all cases beneficial due to the already high
sensitivity of phytoplankton species from “opaque” lakes.
Thus it is concluded from this thesis that natural phytoplankton assemblages from Patagonia
display assorted responses to UVR exposure, which depend on a number of factors such as the
underwater radiation field, taxonomic composition and size structure, nutrients availability and
previous light history.  This thesis, far for being exhaustive in regard to the evaluation of the
overall UVR impact on phytoplankton from Patagonia waters, opens other key questions related
to the importance of winds and depth of the upper mixed layer in conditioning the turnover time
of phytoplankton cells in this area, and how this in turn would affect the production of Patagonian
waters.  Also, as P vs. E parameters are affected by UVR, models and retrieving algorithms for
remote sensing should consider this effect (at least for the Patagonia area) to obtain better
estimates of carbon fluxes.




